What do Graduate Recruiters Want?

Sophie Milliken, manager, graduate recruitment, John Lewis
Go to the employer's website and take a look at the language they use and try to weave
these words into your application. It demonstrates that you have an understanding of the
business and are more aligned to its core values. Secondly, I recommend using the full word
count available in the application form or online questions when applying to a company. I
see countless submissions where candidates only use 20 or so words in an answer box
where you can have up to 200 words. Finally and perhaps most importantly, use original
examples when asked situation-based questions. I would say nine out of 10 applicants use
their university exams as examples of working under pressure. Instead, try using work-based
examples as there is wider scope to talk about learnings but this also provides an
opportunity to show a wider skills set, something that is essential in today's market.
Amanda Burt, head of graduate recruitment at KPMG — a global professional services
firm
With the recent news that approximately 70 graduates go for each vacancy, graduates may
be tempted to complete blanket applications. While it is great to pursue a number of
options, the old adage "quality over quantity" still applies when making applications.
Graduates should ensure they spend sufficient time on each one, ensuring they are tailoring
them to the role and organisation to which they are applying. It's important for candidates
to be knowledgeable of the organisation to which they are applying so they need to have
done their research, and for us at KPMG we are looking for individuals with a real interest in
business, so keeping up to date with the business news is a must.
Kay Jones Wolsey, head of recruitment at M&S
Our scheme is very hands-on — dealing with customers, suppliers and senior management
from the outset — so, the candidates that really thrive are those who can quickly apply
academic knowledge to real work situations. Depending on the role they opt for, graduates
may find themselves involved in anything from product design, development or sourcing to
leading teams in store to help maximise sales. From day one, graduates are considered part
of the management team so we want candidates that are confident in their decision
making, show initiative and are willing to take accountability.
Richard Irwin, head of student recruitment, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP — a company
that provides audit, assurance, advisory, and tax services
Picture yourself as a commodity that a company can't afford to be without. Before
approaching employers, put together a business case on why a company would want to
invest in you by thinking about your skills and experiences that make you unique. Grappling
with complex information, and communicating it effectively to others, is a core skill that is

relevant to any working environment. Think about individual examples that can
demonstrate how you dealt with a situation effectively, so as to illustrate how those skills
could be utilised by your employer. And, dealing with people in a big company or work
situation is a great confidence builder. It's also an important skill because you are handling
such different expectations and often working in big teams. Employers will be looking for
you to draw out examples to illustrate your experience, like how you dealt with difficult
people, how you managed your time efficiently or when you worked well under pressure.
Emily Wilton, graduate recruitment and development manager at the charity Cancer
Research UK
Cancer Research UK is looking for people who can bring fresh insights, build relationships,
take responsibility and achieve results. We're looking for people who are driven and
motivated, and so graduates need to show this by getting some relevant experience,
targeted at their area of interest. This can make candidates stand out and it shows they are
proactive and motivated. I'd encourage graduates to seek opportunities where they can
work on a project or piece of work which they are responsible for, as this can show their
skills and what they are capable of delivering.
Plus, if students are considering taking a gap year to travel, returning to the job market in a
year or so, I'd strongly recommend making good use of this time and getting some
experience that will show and develop their skills — undertaking voluntary work while
travelling abroad can build team working, leadership and resilience.
Jenny Taylor, recruitment manager for graduate and student programmes at IT and
consulting company, IBM UK
We recruit students from every degree subject — not just computer science — and typically
hire between 100 and 200 graduates each year. The world around us is constantly changing,
becoming more interconnected and intelligent, so it is very important that our graduates
can adjust and thrive in the years to come. We look for candidates who display certain
competencies, including creative problem-solving, teamwork and collaboration type skills.
Successful applicants will be adaptable, team players with good communication skills and
high personal drive. They will feel a passion for our business and have a strong client focus.
Find the IBM Annual Report and familiarise yourself with our Smarter Planet strategy and
other key performance indicators and business drivers. Also, you can engage with IBM on
Twitter and YouTube or take a look at our Facebook group IBM UK Graduates & Students.
One oversight applicants can make, is not providing evidence of their transferable skills.
They don't always think to connect the fact that their experience from working in a shop or
a cafe is client facing experience, from which they can show us examples of their client
focus. Charity work, sports challenges or other activities that applicants might not at first
consider relevant to draw on for their CV, can be effectively used to display team working
skills, adaptability and so on.

Graham de Guise, HR director at TLT Solicitors — a national law firm with offices in Bristol
and the City
It's a given that all firms look for strong academic achievement but companies will also be
looking for qualities, behaviours and characteristics specific to their business so find out
what values and behaviours the firm is associated with. For example, TLT looks for talented,
ambitious and forward-thinking individuals with a passion for client service. Take a common
sense approach to the recruitment process; when you do your research, don't just look at
the firm's website — be creative and look at the media and independent market guides.
Find out who is interviewing you so that you can do some basic research about them,
particularly their background and specialist area. For example, are they independently
recognised as an expert in their particular practice area? What recent commentary have
they made about the firm, its clients or factors that might affect your recruitment? What
influence will this person have on you and the role that you are applying for? You need to
stand out at interview (in a positive way) and the research you do can easily set you apart
from the rest and inform your answers to the interview questions. The more prepared you
are, the less nervous you will feel.
Ensure that you have done a dry run to get to the interview venue. This may sound obvious
but you'd be surprised at the number of candidates that leave finding how to get to their
destination until the day of interview, causing them to arrive stressed, panicked and
sometimes late.
Madalyn Brooks, UK HR director of consumer goods manufacturer, Procter & Gamble
Academic performance is obviously important, but the crucial factor is leadership. As a build
from within company, we are looking for future leaders of our brands, our business and our
company. We want people who have the vision to see opportunities for change and growth
and have the ability to motivate people around them to deliver results. We look for people
who can demonstrate leadership qualities and examples of what they have achieved. We
focus on a "has done, can do, will do" approach. Instead of asking for "what would you do in
X situation", we ask candidates to "tell us about a time when…". This gives us a great idea of
their drive and their potential for leadership. We provide all the training and expertise they
need in role, so we are often looking more for outstanding performance or leadership
outside of academic arenas.
Rachel Stock, director of resourcing and talent management, BBC
We are looking for candidates who have original thinking, can bring new and unexplored
ideas to life in their work, are continually seeking new ways to bring audiences and
communities into the heart of their work and are always open to new ideas and will engage
with people both inside and outside the BBC. We also want those who take responsibility for
their decisions and actions, ensuring they are in the interests of the BBC, its values and the
values of our audiences, who have a can-do attitude and a determination not to allow the
first hurdle to be a barrier to their ideas, work or career.
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